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SAND DOLLAR® 

SAND FILTER WITH CLEARPRO TECHNOLOGY®

Revolutionary technology redefines  
sand filter performance.

While traditional sand filters can only remove particles in the 50–100 micron range, 
the Sand Dollar filter with ClearPro Technology removes particles five times small-
er…well below what your eye can detect. That’s the difference between a clean 
pool and one that truly sparkles. 

The secret is a component inside the filter—a porous tube that water must pass 
through before re-entering your pool. It creates a final barrier to the small particles 
sand cannot stop, including the finest dust particles, algae and pollens. The result 
is a level of water clarity never before possible. In fact, Sand Dollar filters with 
ClearPro Technology achieve the same level of clarity as legendary diatomaceous 
earth (D.E.) filters. 

SAND DOLLAR® 
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SAND DOLLAR® SAND FILTER WITH CLEARPRO TECHNOLOGY®

KEY FEATURES

Six-function, multi-port valve
For easier control of all filter functions such 
as filter, backwash, rinse, waste, closed and 
recirculate.

Combination water and sand drain
Makes servicing and winterizing faster and 
easier.

Special internal design
Keeps sand bed level for consistent 
performance and extended time between 
cleaning cycles.

Attractive Almond Color   
Blends in with any outdoor decor.

One-piece thermoplastic tank   
For exceptional strength, corrosion 
resistance and long life.

Stunning performance and  
supreme simplicity

Pool filter operation doesn’t come any easier. The Sand Dollar filter 
features a multi-port valve that puts all filter functions right at your 
fingertips—just rotate the handle to the desired position, and the Sand 
Dollar filter does the rest for sure and simple operation.  

Model       
Number

Filter
Area Sq. Ft.

Vertical 
Clearance*

Filter 
Diameter

Required 
Sand† (lbs.) 8 hrs. 10 hrs. 12 hrs.

SD 80 CP 3.5 74.0" 26" 350 75 36,000 45,000 54,000

The graphics at right illustrate, in a technically accurate way, 
the difference when ClearPro Technology is at work—far superior 
water clarity. The difference is particularly dramatic at night 
when pool lights can highlight particles in the water—not so 
when ClearPro Technology is on the job.

Sand Dollar Filter With 
ClearPro Technology

Traditional 
Sand Filter

 †  Use standard #20 silica sand
 * Required clearance to remove the valve 
 ** Maximum flow rate 

Flow Rate 
GPM**

Turnover Capacity (Gallons)




